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SUMMARY 
Simulator studies were conducted of a simple homing missile pursuing 
a constant-velocity nonmaneuvering target. The missile dynamics in pitch 
and roll) the seeker method of detection and control) and the missile-
target geometry were simulated to determine whether the method of control 
and detection in conjunction with the missile dynamics were feasible. 
These studies did indicate that the operation and principles of the sim-
ple homing system were feasible. The simulation studies also yielded the 
firing conditions necessary for a pursuit collision course. Plots were 
made from these studies that give the missile firing ranges for a pursuit 
collision course as a function of the initial missile-target bearing angle. 
INTRODUCTION 
The accuracy of present-day-aircraft rocket armament is hampered by 
factors such as launching errors and random dispersion. This accuracy 
might be improved by the incorporation of some sort of simple hOming 
device that would reduce these errors and dispersion. The principles of 
operation of one such homing system were described in reference 1. The 
function of this seeker with its contactor-servo characteristics is to 
make small corrections in the flight path) holding the rocket on approxi-
matelya pursuit navigation course. The seeker controls the pitching 
and rolling performance of the missile by means of fixed deflections on 
the pitch control surfaces and servo-actuated roll control surfaces. 
Reliability in performance of the control and detection systems is made 
as high as possible by making these systems simple. In order to determine 
the feasibility of such a homing system) simulator studies of the perform-
ance of the seeker and rocket-motor combination were considered necessary. 
The simulator studies were carried out with the aid of two simulators: a 
qualitative and a quantitative simulator. The qualitative simulator gave 
an indication of the problems involved in the proposed guidance system) 
whereas the quantitative simulator indicated what effect various system 
parameters had on the ability of the missile to remain on a pursuit col-
lision course. These studies were performed on the simple homing missile 
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in a pursuit navigation s ystem with a constant velocity nonmaneuvering 
target . The missile - to- target velocity ratio was 2 . 
SYMBOLS 
K roll- dynamics velocity constant, ~o ~' deg /sec/deg 
r 
Kg tachometer constant 
Kp velocity constant of two- phase motor 
M 
o 
r 
R 
S 
v 
W.E . 
x)y,z 
o 
wn2 X Pos ition constant of airframe transfer function ~/o, 
deg/deg 
longitudinal-motion veloc ity constant, r /~, deg/sec/deg 
Mach number 
origin of Cartesian coordinate system employed in missile -
target geometry 
turning r adius, ft 
range along. line of s i ght between mis s ile and target) ft 
Laplace t r ans f orm variable 
velocity along flight path, ft/sec 
wheel base of qualitative Simulator, ft 
space axes of Cartesian coordinates 
angle of attack of missile) deg 
angle subtended by missile- target line of sight and missile 
ve locity vector) deg 
flight -path angle measured from horizontal) deg 
pitch or roll canard control- surface deflection) deg 
f 
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E 
T 
Subscripts: 
x 
y 
M 
p 
T 
s 
r 
error angle of rol l control system, angle between ¢i -
and ¢o- planes , deg 
damping ratio 
bearing angle subtended by missile -target line of sight and 
target velocity vector, deg 
angle subtended by missile -target l i ne of sight and 
horizontal, deg 
time constant of mi ssile roll dynamics, sec 
time constant of two-phase motor, sec 
roll reference for roll control system; defined as plane 
determined by missile longitudinal axis and target position 
angles between ¢i- and ¢o- planes and arbitrary reference plane 
plane defined by axis of detector and longitudinal axis of 
missile 
undamped natural frequency of missile longitudinal motion, 
radians/sec 
mot ion in z- x plane 
motion in x- y plane 
motion associated with missile 
constants associated with two- phase motor 
motion associated with target 
motion associated with qualitative simulator 
roll control- surface deflection 
A dot over a symbol indicates first derivative with respect to time. 
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DESCRIPTION OF GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM 
The purpose of the missile control and guidance system described in 
this paper is to hold the rocket on approximately a pursuit navigation 
COurse by discontinuously reducing the error between the missile -target 
line of sight and the missile resultant velocity vector . While the mis -
sile is flying directly toward the target) the missile rolls freely ; how-
ever) the fixed pitch canard deflection shown in figure 1 causes the mis-
sile to fly in a helical path with its resultant velocity vector directed 
toward the target. During the free - rolling performance of the missile) 
the missile -target line of sight lies within the center dead cone described 
by the inner edge of the pitch-plane field of view. This pitch- plane field 
of view is the instantaneous field of view of the detector while the mis-
sile is hunting in roll or rolling freely. As the missile - target line of 
sight moves outside the limits of this center cone) the detector senses 
the target position and calls for a reverse roll torque on the nose sec -
tion each time that the pitch- plane field of view coincides with the 
¢i - plane. As a result of lags due to the roll- control- system time con-
stant and the roll- servo actuating time) the missile hunts in roll about 
the ¢i -plane) with the resultant lift lying in this plane . The missile 
corrects its flight path as a result of this hunting oscillation) causing 
the missile - target line of sight to move until it lies again within the 
previously mentioned dead cone . Then the missile rolls freely and is 
flying directly toward the target. The missile will continue to roll 
freely until this sequence is repeated) as a result of the line of sight 
having moved beyond the limits of the aforementioned cone . 
a 
Target mot ion 
Missile - target 
€ 
geometry 
L ¢o a. 
Missile Miss i le 
Seeker roll longitudi nal + 
+-Q_a - )' 0 )' response response 
-
This diagram shows that the seeker responds to the error signal a - /; 
however) the other inputs E and a. are necessary for the seeker to 
I 
J 
I -
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sense the roll-angle reference of the target) thus enabling the missile 
to correct the flight path in the proper direction. Since the detector 
axis and the lift due to the pitch canard deflection 5 lie in the 
¢o-plane and have the same sense, 5 causes the missile to correct its 
flight path properly since a and r of the longitudinal response, 
except for small dynamic lags, have the same sense as 5 . The missile-
target-geometry block with its inputs gives the orientation of the line 
of sight with respect to the missile velocity vector. 
Simple Homing Missile 
5 
In order to mechanize the system concept) the missile shown in fig-
ure 3 was designed to be aerodynamically capable of carrying out the 
required functions . This is not the only suitable aerodynamic configura-
tion nor necessarily the most efficient; nevertheless, the configuration 
was chosen for the purpose of this study . 
The fuselage consists of two sections coupled with a bearing, which 
permits each section to rotate freely with respect to the other. The 
rear section contains the rocket motor, rear stabilizing surfaces, and 
space for telemetering equipment . The nose section contains the detector 
and associated electronics, two pairs of canard control surfaces, a two-
position pneumatic actuator attached to one pair of control surfaces, and 
an air reservoir with regulating devices to power the actuator. One pair 
of canard control surfaces is fixed to give lift) in what has been pre-
viously referred to as the pitch plane of the missile. The other pair 
of canards is positioned different i ally by the actuator to produce either 
a positive or negative roll torque on the nose section. The design of 
the seeker head is such that the nose section of the missile is roll-
controlled through the roll canard surfaces, which results in the average 
lift being positioned as previously discussed. With reference to fig-
ures I and 2, this is accomplished by the seeker as it calls for a reverse 
roll torque each time the pitch-plane field of view or detector axis coin-
cides with the ¢i-plane. 
Control- System Transfer Functions 
The longitudinal motion of the airframe is described by the following 
transfer functions that are based upon a two -degree -of-freedom analysis 
with small disturbances from a straight-line constant-velocity course: 
~(S) 
5 S2 + 2~ru S + ru 2 
n n 
E 
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The rolling performance is based upon a single - degree - of - freedom 
system wi th small disturbances from any roll reference angle and is 
described by 
K 
S(TS + 1) 
The values of these coefficients are given in table I . 
The re sponse of the seeker and roll control servo to an input com-
mand signal is nonlinear ; however, the following describing function 
illustrates the dynamic performance of the seeker and r oll control-
surface servo combination . 
6 f----- rmax 
E 
-
- 0 
rmax 
+-
- 0 
rmax 1 
S 
Whenev r the planes, ¢i and ¢o' coinCide, the seeker calls for a reverse 
roll- control- surface deflection _ The servo output, in response to the 
signal from the seeker, travels at saturation speed until full control 
deflection is attained . 
Figure 4 is a block diagram of the roll control system of the mis -
"Ie. Whenever the "detector or pitch plane hunts across the ¢i-plane, 
th l ull control system is analogous to a contactor- type servomechanism . 
ne' r-n~es 2 and 3 are very useful in determining the hunting f requency 
ana mr~"tu e in roll for the dynamic performance of the missile while 
it IS huntinr on the target and correcting its flight path . 
Geometry Equations 
The missile - target geome ry and equations are shown in figure 5. 
The motions of the missile anu target i~ space are represented by the 
projections of the missile- target flight angles on the zx- and xy- pl anes 
~ I 
, I 
-------- ------ -- -- _ .. -
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or the ve rtical and horizontal planes} respectively. The zx-plane is 
shown i n the figure. The center of gravity of the missile is at t he 
p oi nt O} or the intersection of the x- } y- } and z-axes. These two 
planes are t ranslated through space} with the point 0 moving along t he 
miss i le f l ight path. 
PROBLEM SIMULATION 
The performance of this s imple homing missile was simulated on both 
the qual i t at ive and the quantitative simulators . Both were de signed} 
primarily, to study the pursuit of a constant -velocity nonmaneuvering 
target by t he missile, with a missile- to-target velocity ratio of 2 . 
The functions of both s imulators can be divided into two parts: roll 
a nd pitch dynamics of the missile, and tracking geometry. 
The f i r st function is performed in somewhat the same manner in both 
s imulators by electromechanical means . The tracking geometry is performed 
in the quali t ative simulator by steering moving carts representing the 
mi ss i le and t arget, and thereby providing simulation in one plane only. 
In t he quant itat ive Simulator, the tracking geometry is solved by a 
Re eves Electronic Analog Computer, and motion in space is represented. 
Qualitative Simulator 
The physica l arrangement of the qualitative simulator is shown in 
fi gures 6 a nd 7; a block diagram of the roll- dynamics loop is illustrated 
in figure 8 . The roll dynamics of the missile are simulated by a rever-
sible pneumatic motor controlling the rotation of the seeker head. The 
gearing , throttling, and pressure of the pneumatic motor are adjusted to 
duplicate t he a ngular acceleration and steady- state rolling velocity of 
the missile nose section as closely as possible . A four-way pneumatic 
valve linked to an actuator reverses the flow of air to the motor to 
s imulat e t he action -of the two -position roll-control- surface servo. The 
actuat or i s controlled by the seeker head through suitable electronic 
circuit ry. 
The pitching dynamics of the miss i le are roughly simulated by the 
arrangement s hown in figure 7. The air-motor and seeker-head assembly 
is mounted in gimbals and is restrained about both axes of freedom by 
spri ngs and damping devices (a dashpot is used on the horizontal axis, 
and fri ction between the drive wheel , attached to the vertical axis) and 
the f l oor provided approximately the proper amount of damping for this 
axis ). The fixed pitching moment provi ded in the missile by a deflected 
fixed canard surface is simulated by linki ng the restraining springs 
to the seeker-head assembly t h rough an eccentric . The throw of t he 
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eccentric is adjusted so that one -half of the included angle of the cone 
swept through by the center line of the seeker head at a very low rota-
tional velocity is equal to the angle of attack calculated for zero rota-
tional velocity . The drive wheel is attached to the vert i cal gimbal axis 
so that the angle the drive wheel makes ·with the center l i ne of the car-
riage (see fig. 9) represents the projection of the angle of attack of 
the missile in the operating plane . As shown i n figure 9, 
rs = W. B. 
sin a. 
Therefore} for a given flight condition and angle of attack} the turning 
radius is only a function of the wheel base} since 
~ = Space scale factor 
rs 
The space scale factor of the simulator is set by the wheel base of the 
tricycle carriage. A tricycle with a wheel base of 2 feet gives a space 
scale factor of 350:1. In order to perform the simulation in real time} 
the velocity scale factor must be the same as the space scale factor. 
The front wheel was driven at the required velocity by an electric motor. 
The seeker head} electronic section} and pneumatic actuator were the 
actual components designed to be used in the missile. The target shown 
in figure 6(b) consisted of one or more incandescent lamps mounted on a 
small motor - driven cart to simulate single or multiple targets. 
Both missile and target carts were fitted with solenoid-actuated 
brush pens driven from a common timer so that a record of their paths 
could be recorded on a large sheet of paper} the timing breaks in the 
path lines giving the relative instantaneous positions of the two carts. 
Quantitative Simulator 
A diagram and a photograph of this simulator are shown in figures 10 
and 11. In the schematic diagram of figure 10} the seeker head employed 
is fundamentally the same as that of the missile} in that the seeker 
field of view scans a cone such as that described in the system concept. 
A masked photomultiplier electron tube was employed in this case for high 
sensitivity in response to the image on the oscilloscope screen. The out-
put pulse from the seeker head is amplified to operate a "flip-flop" and 
relay. The relay output} through a mechanical time delay simulating the 
operating time of the control-surface a.ctuator} controls the direction 
of rotation of the head in such a way as to keep the pitch plane of the 
seeker head hunting across the image of the target. Figure 12 illustrates ~ I 
I 
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the method of simulating the miss i les roll dynamics by utilizing an 
amplifier) a two- phase motor) and a tachometer . The missile rolling time 
constant and velocity constant are expressed as functions of the motor and 
tachometer constants . In the diagram ) the motor time constant is determined 
by the lumped inertia of the system . The roll- dynamics time constant was 
adjusted by changing the size of the inertia disk (see fig . 10) and the 
amount of tachometer feedback in the motor dri ve of the head . 
The short -period motion of the missile and the missile - target geome-
try in both the horizontal and vert i cal planes are solved on the REAC 
simultaneously. An electromagnetic component resolver geared to the 
seeker head was used to produce the horizontal and vertical components 
of the lift vector to be used as inputs to the two REAC channels . The 
outputs of the REAC channels representing the horizontal and vertical 
displacements of the target with respect to the missile axis are fed into 
the X- and Y-channels of the oscilloscope so that the position of the 
spot on the oscilloscope screen corresponds to that of the target, as 
seen from the center line of the seeker head. 
Since the frequency response of the servo components in the REAC 
was limited) a reduced time scale was employed in this simulator . Fig-
ure 11 is a photograph of the setup shown in figure 10. The intensity 
of the spot on the oscilloscope was modulated at an audio frequency) and 
then the signal detected by the seeker was fed through a narrow bandpass 
filter to reduce extraneous interference . The units on top of the slotted 
plate are the resolver ) two - phase motor and tachometer) seeker head, and 
device for the servo time delay . The units under the slotted plate are 
the resolver) demodulators) and "flip - flop . " The amplifier for the cell 
output and the bandpass filter are on the stand under the table . 
ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 
Qualitative Simulator 
Since the purpose of the qualitative simulator was only to obtain 
an idea of the problems involved in the proposed guidance system) no 
accurate measurements were attempted with this apparatus. The target was 
simply started at various missile -target bearing angles and ranges. The 
effects of multiple targets were determined by lighting 1) 2) or 3 
automobile-headlight-type bulbs ; the effect of target size was determined 
by lighting Lumiline bulbs arranged as sides of an equilateral triangle. 
Records of the flight paths were obtained from the marking pens on the 
equipment. Parameters were limited to flight conditions at M = 1.5 
and sea level. Although the qualitative simulator indicated that the 
proposed system would work, it was too inflexible to allow many parameter 
changes and provided motion in only one plane . 
L-_______________ ~ 
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Quantitative Simulator 
The flight conditions for the quantitative simulator are: 
1. Constant missile and target velocities 
2. Constant missile and target altitudes 
3. Linear pitch and roll aerodynamic derivatives 
4. Missile and target at the same altitude 
5. Missile velocity vector initially along the line of sight 
6 . Missile initially rolling at its steady- state rolling velocity 
7. Target motion along a straight line. 
The dynamics of the missile were set up on the REAC as shown in figure 10. 
This setup neglects any missile gyroscopic effects and also assumes that 
the missile pitching dynamic response is based upon the nose and tail 
section being one rigid unit. 
The three - dimensional trajectory equations were simplified by con-
sidering the missile -target motion confined to the vicinity of the 
zx- plane, thereby permitting the following substitutions in the equations 
of figure 5: 
V M,x 
These substitutions resulted from considering the angles 
to be very small . 
and 
Because of computer inaccuracies at the closing phase of the pursuit 
course, accurate determination of miss distance was difficult . In order 
to avoid the possibility of obtaining erroneous results, a trajectory 
was considered to yield a collision of the missile and target whenever 
the missile flight path became tangent to the target flight path and 
remained there . This is in keeping with a kinematic study of a pure 
pursuit navigation system . I 
I 
~ I 
I 
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During the computer study, the target size and intensity were kept 
invariant. Each study was initiated with the missile velocity vector 
along the missile - target line of sight with some i nitial missile - target 
bearing angle ~. At various missile - target bearing angles, the range 
(starting at some small value) was incr eased until a collision was 
obtained. Data obtained i n this manner were then summarized by plotting 
minimum initial missile - target range aga inst init i al bearing angle. This 
resulted in plots similar to that of figure 13 . 
RESU~S AND DISCUSSION 
Qualitative Simulator 
The ~ualitative simulator indicated that the idea conceived for this 
type of seeker and method of scanning would work, but because of the space 
scale factor and the inability to vary parameters with ease, evaluation of 
miss distance and performance at various flight conditions was difficult. 
The ~ualitative simulator did give a physical understanding of the per-
formance and requirements in a short time, an understanding that is not 
always evident with computer simulation . 
Figure 14 is a record that is representative of the flight paths of 
the ~ualitative simulator for missile - target bearing angles of 200 and 250 
at M = 1.5 and sea level . The trajectories are characteristic of those 
obtained in a pure pursuit navigation system for a range of velocity ratios, 
in that the missile must fly in a path that becomes tangent to the target 
flight path to cause a collision with the target . F i gure 15 is a sequence 
of photographs demonstrating the performance of the qualitative simulator 
homing in on the target cart . 
Multiple targets obtained by lighting 1, 2, or 3 automobile - headlight-
type bulbs on the target of figure 6 did not seem to hinder the homing per-
formance of the ~ualitative simulator . Target size was also varied by 
using 3 Lumiline bulbs arranged in a triangle, with 1, 2, or 3 of these 
bulbs lighted . None of these factors seemed to hinder the homing per-
formance of the qualitative simulator . In each case, the qualitative 
simulator would lock on some target or some portion of the target during 
the closing phase of the pursuit collision course . 
Quantitative Simulator 
The results obtained from the quantitative simulator are summarized 
in figures 16, 17, and 18 . These f i gures give the boundaries for the 
firing ranges and initial missile - target bearing angles necessary for a 
pursuit collision course and are to be interpreted in the Same manner as 
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was figure 13. Figure 19 shows the flight paths of the missile and tar-
get for several missile - target bearing angles. These trajectories are 
also similar to those obtained from the qualitative simulator . Figure 20 
is indicative of the variations in the geometry angles and was obtained 
from one of the simulator trials. All of these trials show an almost 
linear variation of the line of sight with time. 
Table I presents the conditions for the cases computed on the quan-
titative simulator) and the summarized results of the tests will be 
reviewed in the ensuing discussion. 
Figure 16 shows the results of cases 1 and 2 of table I . The solid 
lines on the polar plot of figure 16(a) give the boundary that determines 
whether the missile firing conditions will yi e l d a pursuit collision 
course . The dashed- curve boundary on this same figure is based upon a 
point kinematic study (see ref . 4) of a pursuit navigation system with a 
velocity ratio of 2 . This analysis is of a missile having the same maxi -
mum static normal acceleration as the simple hOming missile flying as a 
rigid unit with no roll canard deflection. This figure shows how much 
the homing performance of the present missile falls short of ideal 
performance . 
Figure 16(b) shows the effect of a small angular misali nement of the 
detector axis . Thi s effect is small when compared with the configuration 
in figure 16(a) . 
Figure 17 shows the results of cases 3 and 4 in table I . Fi gure 17(a) 
shows that a missile with a larger roll time constant requires a greater 
initial range for a pursuit collision course when compared with the mi s -
sile configuration of figure 16(a) . Figure 17(b) indicates that i ncreasing 
the damping of the longitudinal motion reduces the initial firing range at 
the larger missile -target bear ing angles for a given roll time constant; 
however) for case 5) which is not shown) the quadratic dampi ng ratio was 
increased to 0 . 7) with the result that the missile was unable to hit the 
target for even an initial missile -target bearing angle of 1 00 • 
For figure lS) : the use of two angularly displaced detectors ) cases 6 
and 7} was conceived as a means of reducing the amplitude of the roll 
hunting oscillation . A detector configuration such as shown in the sketch 
produces a larger average lift force in the ¢i - plane f or a gi ven pitch 
control- surface deflection) since the reverse - roll-torque command occurs 
only when the ¢i -pl ane intersects the axes of the detectors as the plane 
moves toward the inside of the acute angle . 
. ~-~--.~------ -- -- --
- I 
I 
~ I 
j 
I 
I 
I 
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~ Detectors 
Figure 18 illustrates that two angularly displaced detectors do reduce 
the init ial range for larger bearing angles when compared with figure 16(a). 
A change in servo time delay of case 8 showed no significant change 
in performance over that of case 1 . Case 8 is not shown in a figure. 
Observat ions made during the simulator studi es indicated that a 
definite relationship between the angle of attack and the geometry of 
the optical s ystem must be maintained at all times to prevent the seeker 
from seeing the target on the wrong side of the missile longitudinal 
axis, thus preventing the missile from pulling lift in the wrong direc-
tion . 
CONCLUSIONS 
As a result of tests simulating a simple homing missile in a pur-
suit navigation system with a constant -velocity nonmaneuvering target, 
and a miss ile - t o target - velocity r atio of 2, the simulator studies indi-
cate that the simple homing missile will perform satisfactorily. Large 
rolling time constants require greater firing ranges , whereas low pitch 
damping ratios are required for a collisi on with a given time constant 
and roll velocity . Small misalinement of the detector axis did not hin-
der the homing performance appreciably for any given initial condition. 
Two angularly displaced detectors improved the performance at the larger 
initial missile-target bearing angl es . 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronaut ics, 
Langley Field, Va . , June 27, 1955 . 
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Case 
computed Flight Number 
on REAC condition of cells 
1 M = 1. 2 1 
Sea level 
2 M = 1. 2 1 
Sea level 10° skew 
3 M = 1. 2 1 
Sea level 
4 M = 1.2 1 
Sea level 
5 M = 1. 2 1 
Sea level 
6 M = 1.2 2 at 20° 
Sea level 
7 M = 1.2 2 at 100 
Sea level 
8 M = 1.2 1 
Sea l evel 
TABLE I 
CONDITIONS FOR COMP1JrER SIMULATOR AND REAC 
Servo Airframe roll Steady- state 
time delay , time c onst ant , roll velocity, 
sec sec rps 
0 . 02 0 . 04- 2 · 7 
0 . 02' 0 . 04 2 · 7 
0 . 02 0 .12 2 · 7 
0 . 02 0 .12 2 ·7 
0 . 02 0 .12 2 · 7 
0 . 02 0 . 04- 2 · 7 
0 .02 0 . 04- 2 · 7 
0 . 08 0.04- 2.7 
- -
Steady- state angle of 
attack while missile is 
rolling at steady- state 
roll velocity, 
deg 
4.5 
4.5 
4 .5 
4 .5 
4 .5 
4 .5 
4 .5 
4 .5 
I 
I 
: 
~ 
~ 
~ 
s; 
\J1 
o 
~ 
f--' 
\J1 
--l 
Case 
computed ~ 
on REAC 
1 541 
2 541 
3 541 
4 541 
5 541 
6 541 
7 541 
8 541 
TABLE 1.- Concluded 
CONDITIONS FOR COMPUTER SIMULATOR AND REAC 
Total 
~~~~------'~---------, 
f-' 
0'\ 
S ~, K2, Field of view, dead zone, i 
radians/sec deg/sec/deg 
0.14 29.8 3.4 
0.14 29.8 3.4 
0.14 29 .8 3.4 
0·50 29 .8 3.4 
0·70 29 ·8 3.4 
0.14 29 .8 3.4 
0.14 29 .8 3.4 
0.14 29 .8 3.4 
-----
deg 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
8 
9 
6 
deg I 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
--- - ~.---- - ~~ -~-
~ 
~ 
§g 
(j; 
V1 
o g 
l~llllllllll@ Pi tch- Plane Field of View, ¢ 0 
Missile-Target Line of Sight 
/ Roll Control Surfaces 
Target 
-0-_ 
V c \ 0
0 
~ ·~=1It7nj ~ 
Detector 
Bearing f or Free-Rolling Head 
Longitud i na l Axis 
~ 
Active Cone Scanned by the Seeker Field of View 
Figure 1.- Schematic diagram of simple homing-missile nose section and 
cone scanned by seeker field of view while missile has constant 
rolling velocity. 
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Figure 2 .- Head- on view of simple homing-missile nose section. 
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Fi gure 5. - Miss i l e- t arget geometry. 
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(a) Missile . 
(b) Target . 
Figure 6.- Qualitative simulator . 
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Figure 7.- Functional sketch of missile section of qualitative simulator. 
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Figure 8.- Block diagram of roll-dynamics unit of qualitative simulator. 
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Figure 9.- Steering geometry of qualitative simulator compared with that 
of missile . 
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Figure 13 ·- Diagram illustrating significance of polar plots of initi a l 
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Figure 14.- Qualitative-simulator trajectories simulating missile and 
target at M = 1.5 and sea level. Velocity ratio = 2. 
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Figure 15.- Photographs of Qualitative simulator in operation. Initial 
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Figure 16.- Polar representation of initial launching range and initial 
missile - tar get bearing angle necessary for collision . M = 1 . 2 ; sea 
level; steady- state roll velocity, 2 . '( rps ; pitch canar d deflection, 
5 . 20 ; servo time delay, 0 . 02 sec; airframe roll time constant, 0 . 04 se c; 
VM = 2 . 
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Figure 17.- Polar representation of initial launching range and initial 
missile-target bearing angle necessary for collision. M = 1 . 2 ; sea 
level; steady- state roll velocity ) 3 rps ; pitch canard deflection) 
5.20 ; servo time delay) 0.02 sec; airframe roll time constant) 0 . 12 sec; 
VM = 2. 
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Figure 18.- Polar r epresentation of initial launching range and initial 
missile- target bearing angle necessary for collision . M = 1.2 ; sea 
level ; steady- state roll velocity) 2 . 7 rps ; pitch canard deflecti on) 
5 . 2° ; airframe roll time constant) 0 . 04 sec ; servo time delay ) 0 _02 sec ; 
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Figure 19 .- Plots of quantitative -s imulator flight paths projected onto xz-plane. Single 
detector skewed 10°. M = 1 . 2 ; sea level; steady- state roll velocity, 2 .7 rps; pitch canard 
deflection, 5.2°; servo time delay, 0.02 sec; airframe roll time constant, 0.04 sec; VM = 2. 
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Figure 20 .- Missile - target- geometry angles recorded from results obtained . I 
on quantitative simulator . Single detector skewed 10° . Initial 
missile - target range, 1 . 2 miles; M = 1.2; sea level ; steady-state roll 
velocity, 2.7 rps; pitch canard deflection, 5.2°; servo time delay, 
0 . 02 sec; airframe roll time constant, 0 . 04 sec; VM = 2; ~ = 45° · 
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